
Villa in Cancelada Price: 940,000 EUR

Reference: 437-00039N  Bedrooms: 0  Bathrooms: 0  Plot Size: 0m  Build Size: 0m  Terrace: 0m2 2 2
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Location: Estepona
NEW DEVELOPMENT!

New development on the New Golden Mile, SILK, comprising 13 independent villas, a unique and avant-garde design 

with ocean views, to appeal to those with discerning taste.

Prices from € 940,000 to € 1,390,000. [Rooms: 4 - 4] [Bathrooms: 4 - 4] [Built: 232.00 m² - 272.00 m²]

The New Golden Mile becomes the host of the most elegant concept of luxury today.

13 unique villas with a construction license, where avant-garde design marks a turning point for lovers of good living.

With a glass wrap design for maximum light, respecting privacy and prioritizing comfort. A SILK villa offers the perfect 

combination of textures and materials along with the spectacular location in which they are found.

Fully open-plan kitchens equipped to the highest standards and with a separate laundry room.

The terraces are accessed through floor-to-ceiling sliding doors and integrate both living spaces into one, to maximize 

abundant natural light and space.

All bathrooms are en-suite and feature luxurious finishes and the highest quality features.

In an enchanting setting, bathed in the light of the Mediterranean and blessed with the most beautiful sunsets, perfect 

natural elements combine to create dream villas that reach perfection.

This exclusive development offers maximum accommodation with the opportunity to customize it to your personal taste 

by choosing from 4 different types and sizes of villa.

Different features can be added to individual villas. Some optional extras to mention are a basement with a gym, a spa 

that includes a Jacuzzi, a sauna and a hydro-massage shower or a cinema with a projector, screen and sound system or a 

wine cellar. The options for the roof are covered parts with wooden decking, Jacuzzi and barbecue area with bar and 

sink.
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Features:
Features 

Air conditioning 

Central heating 

Partly furnished 

Fully furnished 

Solar panels 

Solarium 

Barbeque 

Study room 

Water tank 

Wall-to-wall carpet 

Separate apartment 
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